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INTRODUCTION
In light of sea level rise, accurately predicting nearshore waves is increasingly important for informing management strategies that require adapting to a changing climate, with the most impactful waves originating from high intensity storms. The
active hurricane seasons of 2016-2019 resulted in several devastating landfall hurricanes whose coastal wave climate was captured by an array of directional wave

gauges deployed on the entire eastern seaboard. These named storms include Hurricanes Matthew (2016), Irma, Jose, and Maria (2017), Florence (2018), and Dorian
(2019). The array provides a unique capability to assess the skill of operational forecasts. Here we focus on NOAA’s operational WaveWatch 3 forecasts, and extend a
performance analysis beyond significant height to include properties of the directional wave field and highest individual wave statistics on a per storm basis. For purposes of understanding impacts of model-data mismatch to shoreline erosion prediction, the time-cumulative alongshore component of stress applied by the waves

(Sxy) is assessed as that is the principal forcing in the prediction of alongshore sediment transport. This analysis highlights the need for persistent in-situ observations
as model errors are too large to predict the annual Sxy budget.
The data used in this assessment is provided by the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP), an operational wave monitoring and prediction program based at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego. CDIP maintains an array of Datawell™ Waverider directional wave buoys in US and territorial

waters, with primary funding provided by the US Army Corps of Engineers. In recent
years, collaborations with NOAA’s (IOOS) program, including UNC’s Coastal Ocean
Research and Monitoring Program (CORMP), have expanded the CDIP array to include over 20 active buoy stations deployed along the U.S. East Coast from Puerto
Rico to New England.
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Breaking waves create spurious large amplitude peaks and long period oscillations in the computed displacements; these were identified and filtered from the record through visual review of the time series.
Following the example of Seymour and Castel (2017), the largest vertical displacement of either crest-leading or crest-following wave types was selected as the most valuable datum.
Hmax for all buoys and storms was found to be less than six times the standard deviation of the 30-minute data segment it occurred within.

HURRICANE IRMA - EXTREME WAVES IN FLORIDA

HURRICANE FLORENCE - WAVES UNDER THE EYE
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Sxy, the alongshore momentum flux, drives
alongshore currents in the surf zone, and thus,
sediment transport.

Hurricane Irma set wave
height records at many
of CDIP’s stations.
Buoy Hs data are compared against NOAA’s
WaveWatchIII operational 9-hour hindcast
values.
Maximum waves show
examples of rogue wave
heights (H/Hs > 2) and
theoretical maximum
height for a soliton
(H/depth ~0.75).
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Hurricane Florence passed
directly over a number of
CDIP wave guage stations. A
detailed record of the directional wave field was obtained as the eye passed
through, setting maximum
wave height records at stations 150 and 217.
Comparison of timing and
intensity of maximum Hs
against operational WW3
highlights the value of nearshore wave observations.

Sxy has a cumulative effect on a coastline. Energetic events impart large amounts
of stress, with significant mismatch between data and models.

CONCLUSIONS
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The most energetic waves have the greatest impact on storm surge, run-up, erosion, and
along-shore sediment transport, giving the largest wave in each of the buoy hurricane
records (Hmax) particular significance. Wave gauge data are used to identify biases in
coastal wave models, and provide detail regarding the forces applied to the coastline.
Alongshore momentum flux is shown to have significantly different estimated properties
when computed using buoy data vs operational WaveWatchIII.
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